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Environmental decision making under uncertainty:

• Can we find management solutions that are robust to uncertainty?

• How much and what type of information do we need to manage

stochastic processes well?

Applications:

• Adaptive Management for revegetation of Merri Creek, Vic, Australia

• Fox Control at Cranbourne Botanic Gardens, Vic, Australia

• Optimal monitoring to detect the birdflu virus in Thailand

• Harvesting populations for commercial gain

• Managing Phoma stem canker invasions in canola crops
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• Designing nature reserves in the face of uncertainty
M.A. McCarthy, C.J. Thompson, A.L. Moore, H.P. Possingham, Ecology Letters, 2011
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Total expected extinction risk vs. the maximal
single-reserve extinction risk such that the
management aspiration is satisÞed for A = 0.01.

• A Single Large or Several Small

reserves (SLOSS)?

• Objective 1: Minimise the expected

extinction risk of a species

• Objective 2: Maximise the probability

that the actual extinction risk is less than

A
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Evaluation and prioritisation of protected
areas in French Guiana

CLIMFOR research question:

• Can we optimize the design of protected areas in French Guiana to
account for all possible futures?
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Project objectives:

• How well does the current reserve system represent important
ecosystem properties?

i.e. plant species diversity, plant functional diversity, carbon storage,
timber production

• How well will this system perform under various climate change

scenarios?

• Can we find optimal reserve designs (or priority settings) that are robust

to uncertainty in future climate conditions?

• Can we identify key reserve sites, or features, that are most important for
maintaining the identified ecosystem properties?
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Project Outline:

1. Review available data, both currently available and expected during the
project

2. Formulate the problem in a decision theory framework

• Management objectives

• Management actions/control variables, and associated constraints

• Formulate a system model

3. Identify possible solution approaches and software

4. Employ and extend available software to answer the research questions
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4. Identify possible solution approaches and software

• MARXAN, The University of Queensland, Australia

• Uses simulated annealing to minimise an objective function, while still satisfying a set

of management goals

• Active research looking to extend the capabilities of marxan: e.g. to include

uncertainty in data and in future conditions

• ZONATION, The University of Helsinki, Finland

• Produces a hierarchical prioritization of the landscape based on the value of sites

• Iteratively removes the least valuable site (accounting for complementary) from the

landscape until no sites remain

• Useful for initial investigations, but may be difficult to include climate and landscape

dynamics
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• What policies and regulations should managers and policy makers put in

place to optimise the protection of key ecosystem properties?
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Questions?
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http://ceed.edu.au/

Research interests include:

• Spatial Planning for Landscape Restoration and Management

• Biodiversity Decisions in Dynamic Systems

• Rapidly-transforming Landscapes

• Decision-making Tools for Complex Environmental Problems

• Biodiversity Scenarios and Forecasting
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